Dear Mr. Faltermeier,
the helioconsult team wishes you a very successful year 2019!
We have already the feeling, that 2019 will become a super exiting year for the hole
renewable energy sector.
Electric mobility seems slightly to ramp up with a couple promising new innovations even
coming to the European market now. Not only the charging infrastructure is more and
more improved all over, also long known technologies like hydro-fuel-cells are
rediscovered and newly developed to overcome the still existing challenges with charging
capacities and fueling times for batteries.
From our view a very promising path for an ongoing restructuring of the current energy
production and transformation landscape.
In our November newsletter we already reported an overall great responses from
customers and banks to our standardized Due Diligence for solar systems <750 KWp.
Meanwhile we are happy to say, this product has become a well established procedure in
the market. We hope that we can provide many more customers these cost efficient
approach to secure their investments.
We hope you will enjoy this newsletter and we wish you a very successful time!
Dr. Daniel Faltermeier
Managing Partner
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How drones help to
investigate renewable
energy systems
When access to rooftop systems is limited
because of weather conditions or other
circumstances, drones can be used to still
investigate those systems proper and
safely. Also it has become a great tool, to
get an easy overview from an other angle.
For thermographic inspections, drones are widely used for years and they have become a
standard in the industry. But with the small size, even for professional drones with just an
optical camera system on board, allows to keep them with the standard measurements
equipment and have them handy whenever necessary.
This is why we included this service even for our small systems check.
The different angle of view allows to find some problems even faster and therefore more
cost efficient. Eventually customers get a nice overview picture, they can use in their
collaterals.
For more information about our services just follow the link below...
Services

Trade shows in 2019
This year we will participate at different
shows, which we will announce on our
internet page, but the two main events for
us in 2019 will be the upcoming Intersolar
in Europe and the SPI in North America.
Especially the event in the US will be part
of
our
ongoing
internationalization
approach into international markets.
We are already looking forward to meet all
our old and hopefully a lot of new friends
and business partners there and have
fruitful
discussions
together
about
upcoming opportunities.
In addition to those markets we are gaining
more and more business from regions like
Australia and the Middle East, were we will
try to be present this year as well.
If you already know you are also
participating this shows, don't wait that long
and get in touch with our team to make an
appointment. Time is flying by faster than
we think.

Get ready for a upfront
season inspection of
your solar system
Now it is the perfect time to prepare for an
upfront season inspection of your solar
system.
When in spring the snow will melt on your
modules and the sunlight hours getting
longer, your solar system should be in a
perfect condition to make most out of your
investment.
Therefore we at helioconsult are offering
you a very cost efficient upfront season
check of your project. Either it is ground
mounted or installed on a roof, this will
guarantee optimal operation conditions and
leaves you even enough time for last
corrective maintenance before meter
values getting up.
For more details, please get in touch with
our experts.
contact us
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